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About This Game

Slay is a turn based strategy game where your goal is to conquer the island by buying men and using them to capture your
enemies' hexagons. By combining two men you can create a single more powerful man who is able to kill weaker men. The twist
to the game is that the more powerful a man that you create is, the more expensive he is to maintain. Men cannot be un-bought

so you must tread a fine line between building up your forces, and not being rashly ambitious. Sneakily cutting an enemy
territory in half to bankrupt one side of it is an essential skill to learn!
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The Enigmatis series has always been one of the better hidden object game series available. This game specifically really ups the
ante. Forget the lovely graphics and sounds, as many in this genre have that. What sets this game apart is the way the NPCs,
challenges, and plot are all woven together into a immersive story that makes this game feel more "alive" than most other HOGs
I've played.

The NPCs really add depth to the game with the interactions they have with you as you play through the story. If you like HOGs
at all this one should be at the top of your list!. If there was an option that says "Meh" I would've chosen it: (GO TO BOTTOM
TO SEE OVERALL RATING)

Pros:
-Job Simulator sequel
-Smooth gameplay
-Funny encounters

Cons:
-No turning (Some parts are completely unplayable if you have a small/medium room)
-Repetitive gameplay
-Some boring tasks

Overall: Worth the price once further developed! :) For its current state... 6/10 at best... ;(
Good phrase for this sad "sequel" of Job Simulator: "Look how they've massacred my boy". Tried powering through it but got
bored of it fairly quickly. I played for less than 15 minutes?
I have always been a fan of puzzle games but this one just couldn't keep my interest. Incredibly cute to look at and the puzzle
mechanic is interesting but the game style was just too repetitive.. Buy this Game - 49c

Corrective Surgery on my carpal tunnel syndrome - $4000

In all seriousness, this kind of game would be free to play on android or apple. And my current play time reflects how long it
actaully took to finish this game. This game is too simple,very short, repetitive and painfully shallow.

Id avoid this one (unless you can get it for 1c). so far so good did not encounter any cheaters at all
. What are you waiting for!?, You must buy this game now!.
One of the best terror indie games in the steam store.
The atmosphere is terrific, the sound is creepy as hell!. Great story. The scenaries are pretty completes. And the animations god,
i♥♥♥♥♥♥myself.
The game is still in early access but the devs put their heart into this and it shows.
Also this game have often updates.
JUST BUY IT!. Game is original, give it that. The puns, good lord the puns...

Now. take this and make a kickbutt brutal mech shmup sans the Llamas por favor?. Ugly. Clunky. Unintuitive. Unfun. Full of
bugs.

I spent the first 20 minutes doing the tutorial, being immediately attacked by people in the town I spawned in to, and then
getting stuck in a rock. I tried to restart to see if it would get me out of the rock, but then the game didn't seem to think my
character existed. I restarted again, and my character magically existed again - but now the game was in 4x3 despite specifying
1920x1080.
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Which would maybe be worth it if the actual game were any fun. It's not.

. Great game!. This may very well replace "The Lab" as the very first experience I will use to demo the Vive to friends and
family in the future. Totally intuitive physics and controls. I am so blown away right now, thank you, thank you, thank you for
the astonishing value of this experience!
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Is a okay game and for the price isn't bad. However, I can't handle that it doesn't have a "repeat" button and going back to the
main menu is just annoying for me.. Honestly a fun little game. Cheap and easy to play with 2 different game modes. Hopefully
they come out with other maps with natural terrain defense. But over all this game is worth the price.. It has been a fun ride
commanding ships and carefully calculating and placing my salvos.
This game is simple, easy to grasp, and time-consumingly addictable.
Board-game-like strategic zone capturing is a fun element, but pure battles are also reminiscent of those naval warfare
boardgames, which I enjoyed greatlly.

If I may present one major complaint though, is the re-usage of all the same ship models regardless of countries.
Im not even requesting for some grandiose World-of-Warship-esque detailed ships for each ship classes, but even for generic
ship models, I think ships should at least have some aesthetical designs representative of each nation's ship types.

I mean, Japanese cruisers shouldnt look like USS Pensacola, at the very least.. Or, American battleships looking like IJN
Yamato, for that matter.. FoxyLand is a fun platformer. But is a little difficult. I feel like the gameplay should be made a little
smoother, but defiently worth the money.. This game is pure crap. save your money!. It's nice to watch some personal stuff
about players. Yes most of the are meh, but everyone must watch Na'Vi Guardian probably Fnatic olafmeister and Na'Vi
Edward videos.
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